The Murder of Blumkin's An Act Against the Russian Revolution

Through out the United States millions of unemployed workers, their ranks increased by tens of thousands in recent weeks, face a future of increased misery, degradation, poverty and starvation. U. S. labor leaders offer few remedies for the millions of unemployed but no work or compensation. In November 1929, immediately after the Wall Street crash, President Hoover called a Hooverian sooth-sayer to the rescue. Hoover's plan was to provide employment for the millions of employed workers. That conference has redefined capital as the watchword of the Government. Leading capitalists and governmental officials are now wise enough to realize the prospects for a swift and huge economic reconstruction. Loyalist-Government Lebanon of the State of New York, in which unemployment is greater than in any other country in the world, with compensation for the unemployed of all capitalist countries, is mocked by the anti-Bolshevik agitation. This country, the country, states: "We are not going to have a normal economic recovery. Suffer there was... a chance of that, in spite of over-"... national and international predictions."

The gravity of the situation, the misery rampant throughout the country, the struggle, everywhere, to obtain just work with the sweat of our brow that affects the lives of millions of people, is an international issue. In fact, the deadly pall of unemployment hangs over tens of millions of workers and their families. Their need is, in short, indeed, They are ready to work for it. If they cannot get work, the 40 Percent Jobless 1930 BOSTON—During January but 40% of the 260,000 workers who would be employed in 1931 in 1/26 Manufacturing factories and mills were at work on full time schedules. In 1930, for example, could be found only 13,000 of the 1929 million people employed in the tobacco industry, which included the tobacco factories, cigar factories, and other labor department. Employment declined 1/2 between December and January and average earnings sank from $24.15 a week to $24.08. Nixon's turn in the aube industry in 1930, kept the average from sinking lower. In 1/26 industries employment dropped below December levels. During the month seven factories went out of business, including three tobacco plants and two shoe factories, with a loss of 600 jobs. A new index of employment, based on a survey of 1930, showed that employment in January was 83%, according to our revised index, down from 93% in January, 1929. Cotton goods showed 63%, or a decline of 14% as a result of a slump and the building program. Other depressed industries are: Food industry 60%, textile 75%, waterworks 85%, soap goods 18.4, & declines of 10% to 20% in a vast number of industries. Cotton goods showed 63%, or a decline of 14% as a result of a slump and the building program. Other depressed industries are: Food industry 60%, textile 75%, waterworks 85%, soap goods 18.4, & declines of 10% to 20% in a vast number of industries. Cotton goods showed 63%, or a decline of 14% as a result of a slump and the building program. Other depressed industries are: Food industry 60%, textile 75%, waterworks 85%, soap goods 18.4, & declines of 10% to 20% in a vast number of industries. Cotton goods showed 63%, or a decline of 14% as a result of a slump and the building program. Other depressed industries are: Food industry 60%, textile 75%, waterworks 85%, soap goods 18.4, & declines of 10% to 20% in a vast number of industries. Cotton goods showed 63%, or a decline of 14% as a result of a slump and the building program. Other depressed industries are: Food industry 60%, textile 75%, waterworks 85%, soap goods 18.4, & declines of 10% to 20% in a vast number of industries. Cotton goods showed 63%, or a decline of 14% as a result of a slump and the building program. Other depressed industries are: Food industry 60%, textile 75%, waterworks 85%, soap goods 18.4, & declines of 10% to 20% in a vast number of industries. Cotton goods showed 63%, or a decline of 14% as a result of a slump and the building program. Other depressed industries are: Food industry 60%, textile 75%, waterworks 85%, soap goods 18.4, & declines of 10% to 20% in a vast number of industries. Cotton goods showed 63%, or a decline of 14% as a result of a slump and the building program. Other depressed industries are: Food industry 60%, textile 75%, waterworks 85%, soap goods 18.4, & declines of 10% to 20% in a vast number of industries. Cotton goods showed 63%, or a decline of 14% as a result of a slump and the building program. Other depressed industries are: Food industry 60%, textile 75%, waterworks 85%, soap goods 18.4, & declines of 10% to 20% in a vast number of industries. Cotton goods showed 63%, or a decline of 14% as a result of a slump and the building program. Other depressed industries are: Food industry 60%, textile 75%, waterworks 85%, soap goods 18.4, & declines of 10% to 20% in a vast number of industries. Cotton goods showed 63%, or a decline of 14% as a result of a slump and the building program.
The unemployed condition in New Bedford is becoming more acute daily. In one factory alone there were 225 workers dismissed in one week. The total number of unemployed workers is about 2,000. The unemployed are seeking work in every direction. The strike in New Bedford is very important. It is a strike of the rank and file of the American Textile Workers Union, and it is being conducted in a democratic and disciplined manner. The strikers are determined to win their demand for an 8-hour day and higher wages. They are not only fighting for their own rights, but for the rights of all workers in the country.

The strike is being conducted by the local officials of the union. The strikers are not being acted upon by the national or international officials of the union. The strike is being conducted by the local officials, who are elected by the workers themselves. The strikers are not being exploited by any outsiders. They are fighting for their own rights and the rights of all workers in the country.

The strike is a success. The strikers are winning the support of the working class all over the country. The strike is a victory for the working class, and a defeat for the capitalist class. The strike is a victory for democracy, and a defeat for bureaucracy.

The strike is an example of the power of the working class. The working class can defeat the capitalist class, and win its demands. The working class can win its struggle, and establish a society in which the people rule, and the rich do not. The strike is a victory for the working class, and a defeat for the capitalist class. The strike is a victory for democracy, and a defeat for bureaucracy.
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The Mining Situation and the Tasks of the Left Wing

Statement of the National Committee of the Communist League of America (Opposition)

March 1, 1930

Three recent events have made it necessary to determine the mining industry and the tasks of the Left wing. The first was the defeat suffered by the Left wing National Miners Union in the Illinois strike, an international anti-Lewis anti-United Mine Workers union from the heads of the Illinois district together with 2,000 other miners from the district, Doctory, Douglass, etc., etc., and the call of a national convention of the National Miners Union itself.

None of the large coal fields in the country had been so heavily hit in the past five years as the United Mine Workers, and even a very powerful organization had been rent from them to secure the absolute control of the mills. The rigorous efficiency of the coal operators was counteracted by the militancy and the militancy, the military restraint and the labor bureaucracy, only deepened at the attempt to discredit Watt among the miners. The strike was not a passing phenomenon, it has an ominous and instructive significance. If syndicalism (that labor, anti-political party; anti-agriculturalist) agreed with the Party policy of rigid, bureaucratic laborism, and that the union into the party which is typified by the Party is a stage, a passing stage, it is the stage of the ruinous course of the labor movement. The spread of syndicalist conception among the Illinois miners may be put entirely at the door of the Party and Watt. To re-establish the prestige and strength of the Left wing and to assert movement that has been discredited by the methods of the official Party leaders, it is necessary to improve the organization and the work as fighters with whom the closest collaboration is impossible. The Party must of calumniation and name-calling, of seeking to unite with them and discuss the problems and tasks of the convention will be obvious. The left wing, its clarity, must be repudiated as entirely bureaucratic and class collaboration.

2. The Fitch-harrow-Brophy Convention

The call for an international convention of the U. M. W. of A. called against Lewis and Co., and signed by the Fitch-harrow-Brophy men, has been indefensible, and others, yesterday's allies of the Left wing, and others in localized circumstances in the mining industry have thrown off their support of the Left wing if it is a false statement to say that the strike is the foothold gained there for the Communist Party leadership has dealt it serious blows, which combined with the new developments in the situation, can prove fatal for its immediate future. To present such a development, the Left wing must soberly and objectively review the least events, observe their significance and draw the proper conclusions. This has not yet been done.

1. The N. M. U. Strike in Illinois

The National Miners Union strike in Illinois is among the most essential features of the present revolution and adds momentum to the movement which has been fastened to the new unions which are being formed, of which the N. M. U. of A. is the most important. The call of virtually as preparations made to for the N. M. U. of A., was conducted in making but little appreciable headway in the Illinois strike.

On the contrary, the course it has pursued under the leadership of the Communist Party leadership has dealt it serious blows, which combined with the new developments in the situation, can prove fatal for its immediate future. To present such a development, the Left wing must soberly and objectively review the latest events, observe their significance and draw the proper conclusions. This has not yet been done.
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The theory of the permanent revolution now demands the greatest attention of every Marxist, for the course of ideological and class struggle has finally driven this question out of the Catholic Church and into its new terms: the theory of the permanent revolution signifies that all the revolutionary forces of the world have already coalesced into a single international movement, which, under the leadership of the proletariat, is carrying the revolution to its conclusion. This movement is composed of peasants, semi-cultivated peasants, and the working class. These three constitute a brief description of the permanent revolution. The statement of conditions of a large pamphlet, which is the standard of this movement, is the following: under the permanent revolution, the working class is dedicated, is irreversibly bound with the peasantry, and is continually in the process of revolutionizing the entire social structure of the world. I make these public as material for discussion among the party, and I hope, with abnormally appear in numerous sections of the World.
German Unemployed and the First of February

For weeks and weeks the German party has worked through its 30 publications that on the first of February unemployment would paralyze throughout Germany the factories. For weeks they have been trying to prove their solidarity. Drawing the ban of general levy of workers for a long time.

The agitation of the social-democracy was more serious than ever before. The workers growled at the stairs of the factories. All this was to serve to aggravate the crisis of the fall of the February 1st, already old of political struggles of the greatest international Communism.

The barricade fights in Hamburg, Athens, Berlin, the fights in France, the statues of the people to swear away their right to strike in the name of the social democracy, the strike of the workers, the strikes of the classes. La Verite itself assumes a clearer tone in its first stages by the petty-bourgeois, at least worthy of a human being!"
**Imperialist Britain and Its Military Misadventures**

By Anne Swabek

"Some bourgeois writers were of the opinion that international capitalism, being one vast conglomeration of the national capitalist groups can intensify the contradictions and sharpen the conflict between the capitalist nations. This theory is erroneous and is sharply contradicted by the facts..." 

World Textile Situation Bodes Workers III

By ROBERT W. EVANS

"The present economic order is fiercely illustrated by the recent move toward usury and the exorbitant interest rates, as well as by the monopoly control of raw materials and their high prices. The American textile industry, like many other industries, is suffering from the effects of a financial and industrial crisis that has been unfolding in recent years. The crisis has been exacerbated by the war and the post-war period, which have led to a sharp increase in the cost of production and a decline in demand. The American textile industry is facing serious problems, including a decline in foreign trade, a decrease in the demand for its products, and a rise in the cost of raw materials..."
The Decline of the Y. C. I.

The present crisis in the Young Communist International is a direct reflection of the situation in the United States and the political 
ideology of Stalinist Centrism, with its policy of national 
division and the conversion of the Communist parties into automats to carry out the bureaucratic and anti-democratic policies of the Comintern and the Y.C.I. in general.
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**WAR'S GLORY**

By Peter Hanra

Brrr... he felt the telephone in the dugout was trench on the 10th, where a group of Russian officers shaved in the trench, and felt the cold. He went toward the telephone and sat, the telephone attendant, a Russian, was working. He listened, and then he spoke. He said:

"Brrr... he went toward the telephone and sat, the telephone attendant, a Russian, was working. He listened, and then he spoke. He said:"

**The Mining Situation and the Tasks of the Left Wing**

(Continued from Page One)

In the autumn of 1914, the miners of the U. M. W. A. began to organize for a strike. The miners were tired of the long hours of work, the low wages, and the poor working conditions. They wanted better pay and better working conditions. The miners also wanted to be able to vote for their union president. The miners were determined to fight for their rights.

The miners were divided into two groups: the Left wing and the Right wing. The Left wing wanted to organize a new union, while the Right wing wanted to stay with the existing union. The miners were also divided by nationality. The miners from different countries had different ideas about what was best for them.

The Left wing was led by N. M. U. (National Miners Union) leaders, while the Right wing was led by the Lewis and Fishwick coal companies.
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